STANDARD SCHNAUZER CLUB OF CANADA – AWARD APPLICATION FORM
Submission this form when a dog has completed the requirements.
Awards will be mailed, recipients will be mentioned in the newsletter and recognition will be given at the SSCC
National Specialty Dinner for all dogs receiving awards that year.
Send completed forms to Michelle Ross, 10510 First Line, Moffat, ON L0P 1J0
Phone/ fax: 905-854-1966, e-mail: tealwood@sympatico.ca
Dog’s Name (please print legibly):
Owner:
Address:
Phone: Home:

Day time:

E-mail Address:

One owner must be a member in good stand with the SSCC when application is made.
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
The SSCC recognizes those dogs and owners who strive to master some of the most difficult aspects of the
sport of dogs. The accomplishments that are eligible for the Outstanding Achievement Award are listed below.
To apply for an Outstanding Achievement award, please do the following:
1. Circle the achievement name(s) below.
2. For each achievement, supply one of the following as substantiating information. Make sure that the
show/trial giving club name and the date of achievement are included on the photocopy. This
information will be on the certificate.
A copy of the CKC Certificate indicating the achievement e.g. BIS, GCH, HIT, MOTCH, GMOTCH
A copy of the Dogs in Canada certificate e.g. Top 10 in Working Group
A copy of the Dogs in Canada results where the achievement was published e.g. BIS,GCH, HIT, MOTCH,
GMOTCH, AgMCH
AGILITY

CONFORMATION

OBEDIENCE

RALLY OBEDIENCE

HERDING

AgMCH

Best in Show

High in Trial

RAE
1, 2, 3, .........

Herding Championship

Grand Champion

MOTCH
Master Obedience Trial
Champion
GMOTCH
Grand Master Obedience
Trial Champion

High in Trial

High in Trial

Agility Master Champion

Agility Top 10

Conformation Top 10

Working Group (as
per Dogs in Canada
magazine)

Working Group (as per
Dogs in Canada magazine)

Obedience Top 10
Working Group (as per
Dogs in Canada magazine)

Rally Obedience
Top 10 Working
Group (as per Dogs
in Canada magazine)

VERSATILITY DOG AWARDS
The Versatility Dog Awards recognize those owners and dogs that compete in three (3) or more disciplines,
that may include some, but not all, of the specific recognized areas.
The disciplines that are recognized in the versatility awards are: Conformation, Obedience, Rally Obedience,
Tracking or SAR, Agility, Flyball or Scent Hurdling, Herding and Therapy work.
This category consists of 3 levels: Versatility Dog, Versatility Dog Advanced, and Versatility Dog Excellent.
To apply for any Versatility Award, please do the following:
1. Enter the information required by the level of Versatility Award you are applying for.
2. Supply one of the following as substantiating information for each title (or additional title) that
qualifies you for the award(s) you are applying for: a photocopy of the CKC certificate, or, a photocopy of
the page in Dogs in Canada magazine where the title was published (or similar “official” notification).
Versatility Dog (Level 1)
To qualify for a Versatility Dog Award, the dog must have one title from three of the seven disciplines listed below.
1. Please circle the 3 or 4 titles as described above.
2. Supply substantiating information for each title as indicated above.
Agility

Conformation

Obedience

Rally Obedience

Tracking or SAR

AgN
AgNJW

CH

CD

RN

TD or SAR

Flyball or
Scent Hurdling
FD or SHD

Herding

Therapy
Dog

HT

Versatility Dog Advanced (Level 2)
To earn a Versatility Dog Advanced Award, a dog must have already qualified for a Versatility Dog Award (Level 1),
and in addition, must also have completed one of the following three (3) requirements.
1. Enter the additional titles achieved on the line corresponding to the requirement satisfied.
2. Supply substantiating information for each title as indicated above.
Enter the additional titles beside the requirement your dog has satisfied
- see Versatility Dog (Level 1) for disciplines that are eligible

First
additional title

Second
additional title

a) Achieved titles in two (2) additional disciplines.
b) Achieved a title in one (1) additional discipline plus one (1) advanced title in a
discipline in which the dog is already titled.
c) Achieved advanced titles in two (2) disciplines in which the dog is already titled.

Versatility Dog Excellent (Level 3)
To earn a Versatility Dog Excellent Award, a dog must have already qualified for a Versatility Dog Advanced Award
(Level 2), and in addition, must also have completed one of the following three (3) requirements:
1. Enter the additional titles achieved on the line corresponding to the requirement satisfied.
2. Supply substantiating information as indicated above.
Enter the additional titles beside the requirement your dog has satisfied
- see Versatility Dog (Level 1) for disciplines that are eligible
a) Achieved titles in two (2) additional disciplines.
b) Achieved a title in one (1) additional discipline plus one (1) advanced title in a
discipline in which the dog is already titled.
c) Achieved advanced titles in two (2) disciplines in which the dog is already titled.

First
additional title

Second
additional title

